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Abstract 

Children with sickle cell anemia (SCA) have elevated cerebral blood velocity relative to 

healthy peers. The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the association between cerebral 

blood velocity, measured by transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasound, age, and gender with 

cognitive function in children with SCA in Nigeria. Eighty-three children (Mage = 9.10, SD = 

1.90 years; 55% female) with SCA in Nigeria completed cognitive assessments and a TCD 

ultrasound. The association between TCD velocity and measures of perceptual reasoning 

(Raven’s Progressive Matrices), working memory (WISC-IV Digit Span), and executive 

planning (Tower of London, TOL) were assessed. Results showed that elevated TCD velocity 

significantly predicted lower scores on TOL Time Violations and Total Problem-Solving Time 

when controlling for BMI, hemoglobin level, and parent education, suggesting that TCD velocity 

is related to the efficiency of executive function. Further, age was negatively related to children’s 

performance on the Ravens Matrices and TOL Total Correct, and boys showed greater deficits 

on the TOL Total Correct relative to girls. Moderation analyses for gender showed that there was 

a conditional negative association between TCD velocity and Digit Span for boys, but not for 

girls. Findings suggest that children with SCA in Nigeria with elevated TCD velocity are at risk 

for deficits in efficiency of executive planning, and boys with elevated TCD velocity are 

particularly at increased risk for deficits in auditory working memory. Implications of this 

study are important for interventions to reduce cerebral blood velocity and the use of TCD in this 

population.  

Keywords: TCD, cerebral blood flow velocity, sickle cell anemia, cognitive function, age, 

gender  
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Associations of Transcranial Doppler Velocity, Age, and Gender with Cognitive Function 

in Children with Sickle Cell Anemia in Nigeria  

Sickle cell disease (SCD) is one of the most common genetic disorders worldwide, 

characterized by the abnormal HbS gene (World Health Organization, 1994). Sickle cell anemia 

(SCA), the most severe form of SCD, is characterized by high rates of ischemic strokes and 

silent infarcts, with a mortality rate of 20-30% in this group (DeBaun & Kirkham, 2016; Ohene-

Frempong et al., 1998, Powars et al., 1978). An important biological risk for strokes in this 

population is elevated cerebral blood velocity (> 200 cm/sec) measured by transcranial Doppler 

(TCD) ultrasound (Adams et al., 1992; Jordan & DeBaun, 2017). Due to chronic anemia, 

children with SCA have decreased blood oxygen content and a global increase in cerebral 

blood flow relative to healthy peers, which functions as a compensatory mechanism.  

Elevated TCD velocity then occurs in some patients as a result from arterial stenosis that 

restricts blood delivery to the brain (Prohovnik, Hurlet-Jensen, Adams, De Vivo, & 

Pavlakis, 2009).  

Elevated TCD velocity is temporally associated with the occurance of stroke (Adams 

et al., 1992), which can have subsequent effects on cognitive function (Kawadler et al., 2016). 

Children with SCA routinely score lower on tests of cognitive functioning compared to their 

peers in multiple domains including overall intelligence, executive function, and processing 

speed; and these deficits increase with age (e.g., Kawadler et al., 2016; King et al., 2014a;  

Schatz et al., 2002). Although the occurrence of infarcts increases the risk for and degree of 

cognitive impairment (Armstrong et al., 1996; King et al., 2014b), deficits are still present in 

those without a history of stroke or silent infarct. For example, three meta-analyses found that 

children with SCD without infarcts have deficits in Full Scale IQ and other domains of 
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intelligence compared to healthy siblings, matched controls, or the normative mean (Kawadler et 

al., 2016; King et al., 2014a;  Schatz et al., 2002). Biological characteristics such as elevated 

TCD velocity and chronic anemia are related to cognitive impairments in this population 

(Bakker et al., 2014; Hogan et al., 2005; Sanchez et al., 2010; Steen et al., 2003; Strouse et al., 

2006).  

A more comprehensive analysis of how both child age and gender influence the relation 

between TCD velocity and cognitive function is needed (Bakker et al., 2014). Although studies 

consistently show that deficits in cognitive function increase with age (Schatz et al., 2002), no 

study to our knowledge has examined how age might moderate the relation between TCD 

velocity and cognitive function. Potentially chronic anemia and deoxygenation of the brain may 

lead to deficits in cognition relative to age-matched peers to increase over time, and TCD 

velocity might be more important within one age group relative to another. With regards to 

gender, boys with SCA are more likely to repeat grade levels (King et al., 2014b), and a study on 

infant cognition found that boys performed lower on the Bayley Scales of Infant Development 

Mental Index (Glass et al., 2013). Further, Groen et al. (2012) found that the association between 

TCD velocity and visuospatial memory was stronger in boys compared to girls in a sample of 

typically developing children and adolescents. No study to date has assessed this relation in 

children with SCA and, while hypothesized mechanisms of why boys are more affected by 

disease characteristics and TCD velocity are not clearly stated in the literature, these relations are 

also worth investigating in a cross-cultural sample. 

Nigeria is an important setting to examine the association between TCD velocity and 

cognitive problems associated with SCA, as this country has the largest burden of SCD 

worldwide with nearly 150,000 children born annually with SCA (WHO, 2006). Further, 
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Nigerian health care settings lack the resources for routine imaging of the brain, such as MRI 

or CT scan, that are part of standard care in high-income settings. The majority of studies on 

cognitive functioning in children with SCA have been conducted in children living in high-

income settings who were receiving treatment. Only one study to date (Oluwole, Noll, Winger, 

Akinyanju, & Novelli, 2016) examined cognitive function in Nigerian children with SCA. 

Oluwole et al. (2016) described lower IQ scores and slower processing speed relative to healthy 

controls, but there were no significant deficits in working memory. This study also found that 

indicators of child nutritional status (i.e., BMI, height-for-age, weight-for-age) and maternal 

education were significant correlates of cognitive function in this population. Nevertheless, 

associations with hemodynamic characteristics (i.e., hemoglobin level and peripheral O2 

saturation) were not significant, and TCD velocity was not assessed as a potential correlate. 

Although studies have described statistically significant associations between TCD velocity and 

cognitive function in children with SCA (Bakker et al., 2014), only one published study has 

examined this association in children with sub-Saharan Africa, where other co-morbidities, 

including malnutrition and severe anemia are more prevalent when compared to high-income 

settings. In a study conducted in Cameroon, Ruffiex et al. (2013) found that TCD velocity was 

related to memory using the California Verbal Learning Test; however, the influence of age and 

gender were not assessed.  

In the current study, we assessed cognitive function in children with SCA in Kano, 

Nigeria as part of the baseline assessment in the Stroke Prevention in Nigeria (SPIN) Trial 

(NCT01801423). The goal of the SPIN trial is to determine the acceptability and safety of 

hydroxyurea for primary stroke prevention in children with SCA in Nigeria. Initially, 

hydroxyurea was used to prevent pain and acute chest syndrome (Charache et al., 1995; Ferster 
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et al., 2011; Halsey & Roberts, 2003), but studies show that reduced TCD velocity is a secondary 

benefit (Ghafuri et al. 2017). 

The purpose of this study was to identify biological and demographic predictors of 

cognitive function (i.e., TCD velocity, age, and gender) in children enrolled in the trial prior to 

the administration of hydroxyurea. Analyses were also conducted to examine the potential 

moderating role of child age and gender as suggested by Bakker et al. (2014) in a comprehensive 

review of TCD velocity and cognitive function. We tested the hypotheses that (1) elevated TCD 

velocity, older age, and male gender would be significantly related to deficits in cognitive 

function; (2) TCD velocity and child age would predict deficits even after controlling for 

nutritional status, hemoglobin level, and parent education in this population to account for 

potential signifcant relations shown in Oluwole et al. (2016); and (3) child age and gender would 

significantly moderate the relation between TCD velocity and cognitive function.  

Method 

Participants 

 Children were recruited to participate as part of a larger clinical trial, the Primary Stroke 

Prevention in Nigerian Children with Sickle Cell Disease (SPIN) Trial (NCT01801423; 

Galadanci et al., 2015). Eligibility requirements for SPIN included: (a) confirmed diagnosis of 

sickle cell anemia (HbSS or HbS0 thalassemia), (b) child age of 5-12 years at study entry, (c) 

informed consent from a parent or legal guardian and assent from children, and (d) successful 

completion of screening procedures, including TCD velocity. Children were included in the 

SPIN trial even if they did not complete the cognitive assessment; however, only 

participants with complete neurocognitive data were included in the present analyses. 

Children were screened for overt stroke using the pediatric stroke outcome measure at 
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baseline, and no children were identified as having an overt stroke. The primary determinant 

of presence of stroke was a neurological deficit that persisted for >24 hours and a clinical 

picture that was consistent with stroke.  

Eighty-three children and adolescents with SCA completed a cognitive evaluation as part 

of their involvement in the study and were included in the current analyses. Participants were 

between the ages of 6 and 13 years old (M = 9.10, SD = 1.90) and 55% female (n = 46) at the 

time of the assessment. Eighty-two children (98.8%) were diagnosed with the HbSS subtype and 

the remaining participant was diagnosed with HbSB0 thalassemia. All participants had no history 

of regular red blood cell transfusion.   

Seventy-two children (86.7%) identified with the Hausa-Fulani ethnic group, 4 children 

(4.8%) identified as Yoruba, 1 (1.2%) as Igbo, and 6 (7.2%) as other. Children were also from a 

range of family environments with regards to parent educational status (8.4% reported no formal 

education, 12.0% with senior secondary degree, 20.5% with Odinary National Diploma or 

equivalent, 41% with a Higher National Diploma or Bachelors degree, and 16.9% with a 

master’s degree) and yearly family income using the current currency conversion rate is 1 US 

dollar  361 Nigerian Naira (1.2% earned the equivalent of $1,108 to $1,385; 2.4% earned 

$1,386 to $1,662; 8.4% earned $1,663 to $1,939; 14.5% earned $1,940 to $2,216; 8.4% earned 

$2,217 to $2,493; 14.5% earned $2,494 to $2,770; and 41.0% earned $2,771 or above). The vast 

majority (97.6%) of primary caregivers reported that they are married. Although 83.1% of 

parents reported that the child was fluent in English, 98.8% reported that English was not the 

participant’s first language.  

Procedure 

 The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Boards at 
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Vanderbilt University and the Ethics committee of Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital (AKTH). 

Participants were recruited from the pediatric SCD clinic housed within the pediatric department 

of AKTH, located in the second largest metropolis in Nigeria. Participants completed a 

standardized psychological evaluation at baseline to assess for cognitive function. Cognitive 

testing was conducted by an experienced pediatric psychiatrist and a research associate who were 

familiar with the language and culture, after undergoing an extensive 5-day training in test 

administration under the supervision of a licensed clinical psychologist at the coordinating site in 

the U.S. All testing took place in an examination room at the hospital. Given the challenges of 

assessing cognitive development in children in low-income settings, including in sub-Saharan 

Africa (Wicherts et al., 2010), careful consideration was taken to select measures that had been 

applied successfully in previous studies with children from sub-Saharan Africa (e.g., Bakare et 

al., 2009; Wicherts et al., 2010). Measures were selected that included only minimal language 

demand from participants. Verbal instructions from the examiner were translated to Hausa, 

which was spoken by all of the participants, as it is the most widely spoken language of Kano, 

Nigeria.  

Measures 

 Hemodynamic characteristics. TCD velocity in the proximal portion of middle cerebral 

artery was measured using a non-imaging Sonara/Tek Portable TCD System at the time of the 

assessment. Continuous variables of the highest velocity were used in the current analyses; 

however, TCD < 170 cm/sec was categorized as normal, TCD = 170-199 cm/sec as conditional, 

and TCD  200 cm/sec as abnormal, as in the SWiTCH and STOP trials (Adams et al., 1998; 

Helton et al., 2014) when probing interactions. Hemoglobin level was obtained from complete 

blood count results at the time of the assessment.   
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 Cognitive function. Children completed a brief cognitive assessment battery to measure 

intellectual functioning across several domains. First, children were administered the Raven’s 

Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1998), a nonverbal test measuring abstract reasoning and 

regarded as an estimate of fluid intelligence in children ages 6 to 16. The Raven’s has been 

previously used in research with children in sub-Saharan Africa (Wicherts et al., 2010). Items 

consist of visual geometric designs with a missing piece. Children are given six to eight choices 

to pick from to fill in the missing piece. Reliability for this measure is .96 in U.S. samples.  

Children also completed the Tower of London – Drexel University: 2nd Edition (TOLDX; 

Culbertson & Zillmer, 2001) The TOL is a validated measure of higher-order problem solving, 

specifically executive planning abilities, in children ages 7 to 15. The test taker is instructed to 

rearrange beads on a peg board to match the configuration presented by the examiner. For the 

TOL timed scales, higher time yields lower standard scores. Four scores from this measure were 

used in the current analyses: Total Correct, Rule Violations, Time Violations, and Total 

Problem-Solving Time (i.e., Total Time). Both Time Violations and Total Time were used as 

they are independent measures of efficiency of executive planning. Initiation Time and 

Execution Time are components of Total Time, and they were not used to reduce the number of 

analyses. Reliability across scores fall between .42 and .81. 

Children were administered the Digit Span subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 

Children – Fourth Edition (WISC-IV; Wechsler, 2003). The WISC-IV is a widely used measure 

of intelligence in children 6 to 16 years of age. The Digit Span subtest requires children to recall 

a sequence of orally presented numbers in the same order and reverse order. Digit Span is a 

measure of verbal short-term and working memory, and the ability to register, maintain, and 

manipulate information in conscious awareness. U.S. standardized norms were used in the 
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absence of normative data from children in Nigeria for each measure of cognitive function. 

Validity and reliability estimates for this test have been shown to be .74 to .89 and .88 to .97, 

respectively, in national U.S. samples; however, this measure has been used in previous research 

in sub-saharan Africa (e.g., Oluwole et al., 2016; Ruffieux et al., 2013).   

Nutritional status. Children’s height and weight at the time of the assessment were used 

to calculate body mass index (BMI), which was used as a proxy for child nutritional status.  

 Parent Education. Parents were asked to report the head of household’s highest 

educational degree. Ordinal variables were used in the analyses.  

Statistical Analyses 

 Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (24th edition). We conducted descriptive 

statistics and bivariate correlations among study variables. Hierarchical multivariate linear 

regression analyses with covariates (BMI, hemoglobin, and parent education) in Step 1, and 

primary study variables (continuous TCD velocity, age, and gender) added in Step 2. Finally, we 

tested age and gender as possible moderators of the association between TCD velocity and scores 

on measures of cognitive function in this. Interactions between TCD velocity with gender and 

TCD velocity with child age were assessed. Age was centered by subtracting the sample mean 

from each individual, and the centered variable, continuous TCD velocity variable, the product 

interaction term, and additional covariates were included in the analyses. Gender was dummy 

coded to designate boys (0) and girls (1), and this variable was included along with TCD 

velocity, the product interaction term, and covariates in the analysis. Post hoc probing was 

conducted for significant interactions to determine whether simple slopes differed significantly 

from zero, and predicted associations were plotted separately at high and low values (i.e.,  1 SD 

for age; boys (0) and girls (1) for gender) of the moderator (Aiken & West, 1991; Holmbeck, 
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2002). Further, TCD velocity was dummy coded for the recommended categorical cut-offs 

outlined in the SWiTCH and STOP trials (Adams et al., 1998; Helton et al., 2014) for normal (-

1), conditional (0), and abnormal TCD velocity (1) when plotting interactions found with the 

continuous variable. To correct for possible Type I error in the bivariate correlation 

analyses, supplemental analyses were conducted using the False Discovery Rate (Benjamini 

& Hochberg, 2000) . 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

 Descriptive statistics for the measures of study variables are described in Table 1. On 

average, children scored at the 15.21 (SD = 14.76) percentile rank on the Raven’s Standard 

Progressive Matrices, which corresponds to a standard IQ score of 85. Participants obtained a 

mean scaled score of 9.84 (SD = 3.98) on the Digit Span subtest of the WISC-IV. Finally, the 

mean scores across five of the TOL tests (i.e., Rule Violations, Time Violations, Execution 

Time, and Problem-Solving Time) were below age-based U.S. norms, whereas Initiation Time 

was above the normative mean. Descriptive statistics for hemodynamic and health characteristics 

are also described in Table 1. Participants had a mean hemoglobin level of 7.72 (SD = .91) at 

the time of the assessment. Mean TCD velocity was 138.0 cm/sec (SD = 29.28), 84.3% of 

participants were in the normal range, 8.4% were in the conditional range, and 7.2% were 

in the abnormal range. Finally, the mean BMI was 13.74 (SD = 2.27, range = 9.60 to 22.50), 

which is lower than healthy children in Nigeria and the expected BMI for normal weight in 

children world wide (range = 18.5 to 24.9; Anyiam, Ogala, & Onuor, 2008; WHO, 2000). 

Bivariate analyses  

 Bivariate pearson corrrelations amongst the primary predictor variables showed that TCD 
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velocity was not related to either age, r = -.21, p = .062, or gender, r = .16, p = .142, and gender 

was not related to child age, r = -.17, p = .117. Correlations were also used to assess whether 

elevated TCD velocity, older age, and male gender are related to deficits in cognitive 

function (hypothesis 1) are shown in Table 2. Partially supportive of Hypothesis 1, TCD 

velocity was significantly negatively related to scores on TOL Time Violations and TOL Total 

Time, meaning that children with higher TCD velocity had more time violations and took 

longer to complete the tasks. The relation between TCD velocity and the ToL time scores, 

however, were no longer significant after controlling for False Discovery Rate. Further, 

TCD velocity was not related to scores on the Raven’s Matrices or Digit Span. Child age was 

significantly related to Raven’s Matrices and TOL Total Correct, such that deficits increased 

with age. The relations between age with Raven’s Matrices and ToL Correct both remained 

significant after controlling for False Discovery Rate.  Child gender was positively related to 

TOL Total Correct, such that girls performed signficiantly better than boys. The relation 

between the gender and ToL Correct remained significant after controlling for False 

Discovery Rate. BMI, hemoglobin, and parent education were not significantly related to any 

measure of cognitive function.  

Main effects in regression analyses 

 Hierarchical linear regressions were conducted to determine if TCD velocity and child 

age were unique predictors of deficits in cognitive function (hypothesis 2). Results in Table 

3 show that BMI, hemoglobin, and parent education did not predict any score across the 

cognitive assessments. In step 2, Elevated TCD velocity significantly predicted lower scores on 

TOL Time Violations and Total Time when controlling for additional covariates, providing 

evidence that higher TCD velocity is uniquely associated with deficits in efficiency of executive 
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planning in this sample. Age significantly predicted scores on the Raven’s Matrices and TOL 

Total Correct scores in both models. Older children had significantly lower scores on these 

measures compared to younger children. Finally, child gender significantly predicted Raven’s 

Matrices, Digit Span, and TOL Total Correct in both models, such that girls performed better 

compared to boys.  

Moderation analyses 

Moderation analyses were used to test if child age and gender significantly moderated 

the relation between TCD velocity and cognitive function (hypothesis 3). Results of an 

interaction in a linear regression analysis with gender and TCD velocity, R2 = .22, F(7, 67) = 

2.68, p = .017, showed that child gender significantly moderated the association of TCD velocity 

with scores on Digit Span, gender* TCD velocity:  = .58, p = .005, when controlling for all 

covariates in the model. An analyses of simple slopes (shown in Figure 1) showed that there was 

a significant conditional effect for boys, B = -3.71, p = .005, but not for girls, B = 1.32, p = .141. 

This interaction term did not significantly predict any other neurocognitive score, and there were 

no significant interactions between TCD velocity and age across all outcome measures.  

Discussion 

The current study provides new and valuable information on cognitive function in 

children with SCA living in a low-resource setting, namely Africa where the majority of children 

with SCD are born. In the tests of the primary hypotheses of the study, we found that poorer 

performance on cognitive tests was associated with higher TCD velocity, older age, and male 

gender.   

On average, children scored below the normative mean on the Raven’s Progressive 

Matrices as an index of perceptual reasoning. Scores from this sample, however, were 
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consistent with those reported in a systematic review of 40 samples with test performance on the 

Raven’s Progressive Matrices in sub-Saharan Africans that did not specify the proportion of 

participants with or without SCD (Wicherts et al., 2010). Findings also showed that children 

with SCA in Nigeria did not differ from the normative U.S. mean on the working memory task 

measured by the WISC-IV Digit Span, which is consistent with the one previous study using this 

measure in children with SCA in Nigeria (e.g., Oluwole et al., 2016). Finally, the mean scores 

across the TOL (i.e., Total Correct, Rule Violations, Time Violations, and Total Time) were 

significantly below age-based norms. These findings are similar to those reported in a study of 

children with SCD in Germany which found that SCD patients took significantly more time in 

responding and solved significantly fewer problems on the TOL than healthy peers (Burkhardt et 

al., 2016).  

The primary finding of the current study was that elevated TCD velocity was 

significantly related to lower performance in efficiency of executive planning when controlling 

for biological, nutritional, and social characteristics. Specifically, higher TCD velocity was 

associated with slower problem-solving time and more time violations on the TOL. These results 

suggest that elevated TCD velocity may have a specific effect on brain regions in the prefrontal 

cortex that are responsible for these skills. While the association of TCD velocity and cognitive 

function has been reported in children with SCA (Bakker et al., 2014), this study is the first to 

show that TCD velocity is significantly related to the efficiency of executive planning in children 

with SCA. Our results, however, should be viewed cautiously because the bivariate 

association between TCD velocity with cognitive function were no longer significant after 

controlling for False Discovery Rate. Nevertheless, the importance of these findings are 

discussed here given the relatively understudied area of research and the difficulty of 
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conducting research in sub-Saharan Africa, where the majority of the children with SCA 

are born (WHO, 2006). Most importantly, findings from regression analyses showed that 

TCD velocity predicted the ToL Time scores even after controlling for BMI and 

hemodynamic and health characteristics.  

Further, previous studies examining the relation between elevated TCD velocity and 

cognitive function have found similar associations in children with SCA who have received 

transfusion therapies, which has been shown to lower TCD velocity. Kral and Brown (2004) 

found that deficits in executive function measured by parent and teacher reports on the 

Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF) were higher in children with 

elevated TCD velocity. Findings from the current study are particularly relevant to this 

population because the participants did not have a history of red blood cell transfusion. Our 

results, provide more evidence on the inverse relationship between between TCD velocity and 

executive function. 

The increased demand for blood flow in the brain during cognitive tasks is one 

potential mechanism through which TCD velocity affects cognitive function (Sasoh et al., 

2003). Resting TCD velocity in children with SCA is significantly higher than their healthy 

peers (Bakker et al., 2014). As a consequence, the additional need for blood flow during 

mental tasks that involve problem-solving, working memory, and executive planning in the 

prefrontal cortex may go unmet because TCD velocity in children with SCA may already 

be at its peak during resting states.   

Results also showed that age and gender were significant predictors of cognitive function. 

Age was negatively related to the scores on the Raven’s Matrices and TOL Total Correct score, 

but it was not associated with working memory on the WISC-IV. The negative association with 
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age is consistent with previous research that has found declines in cognitive performance with 

age in children with SCD (Schatz et al., 2002). Another study of Nigerian children with SCD, 

Oluwole et al. (2016) also found a negative correlation between age and the WMI from the 

WISC-IV which was not found here. Child gender was a significant predictor of cognitive 

performance on the working memory task and TOL, such that girls performed significantly better 

on the total number of puzzles they solved correctly. Findings of gender and cognitive function 

in children with SCA have been mixed. Some previous studies have found that girls obtain 

significantly higher scores on measures of cognitive function and achievement (e.g., Glass et al., 

2013; King et al., 2014a, b), while others have not (e.g., Cichowitz et al., 2014; Oluwole et al., 

2016).  

Gender also moderated of the association between TCD velocity and WISC-IV Digit 

Span, such that there was a significant association for boys, but not for girls after accounting for 

additional covariates. As mentioned above, Groen et al. (2012) demonstrated an association 

between TCD velocity and visuospatial memory was stronger in boys compared to girls. We 

found a similar effect here in the conditional effect of TCD velocity on digit span for boys. 

Mechanisms of why boys with SCA show greater impairment on cognitive function tasks in this 

population have not been clearly defined; however, findings from the field of neuroscience 

provide evidence that brain maturation might occur at different rates for boys relative to girls (De 

Bellis et al., 2001). Although research on various domains of cognitive functioning favor boys in 

some instances, findings from imaging studies suggest that brain regions associated working 

memory might develop later for boys relative to girls (Bell, Willson, Wilman, Dave & 

Silverstone, 2006; Christakou et al., 2009; De Bellis et al., 2001; Goldstein et al., 2005). Studies 

assessing the effect of gender on the relation between cardiovascular fitness with working 
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memory are greater for boys relative to girls (Drollette et al., 2016). Further, studies show that 

girls also have more developed social skills (Mashburn et al., 2008; Rimm-Kaufman, Curby, 

Grimm, Nathanson, & Brock, 2009), which might provide better scaffolding for learning skills 

related to working memory. Future research is warrented in further investigating the role of 

gender in the effects of SCA on child cognition.   

Findings from the current study highlight the potential universality of the association 

between TCD velocity and cognitive function, as it was conducted in a sample in a low-income 

setting. Bakker et al. (2014) conducted a meta-analysis on TCD velocity findings in association 

to cognitive functioning in children with SCD and other populations. Studies included in this 

meta-analysis were primarily conducted in the United States and Europe, with the exception of 

Ruffieux et al. (2013), which was conducted in Cameroon. Ruffieux et al., however, found that 

TCD velocity was significantly related to measures of memory in Cameroonian children with 

SCD, as opposed to efficiency of executive planning shown here. Overall, results from Ruffiex et 

al. and the current study conducted in Nigeria emphasize the importance of using TCD as a 

potential cost-effective mechanism of screening for potential cognitive deficits in children with 

SCA living in a low-resource medical environment without access to the gold standard 

measurements of brain structure and functioning obtained from MRI.  

The current study had several strengths, including the use of multiple methods, using 

TCD measurements of cerebral blood velocity, standardized assessments of cognition, and 

demographic information in a sample of Nigerian children with SCA. Nevertheless, there are 

weaknesses that must be addressed in future research. First, the study did not incorporate the use 

of healthy control group to determine how these relationships may differ across children with 

and without SCA in Nigera. Although these findings cannot suggest that TCD velocity is 
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uniquely related to cognitive function in children with SCA in Nigeria, our results highlight that 

TCD velocity is an important predictor for children with SCA. Further, findings presented here 

rely on cross-sectional analyses of measurements, which limits an interpretation for the 

directionality of the associations. Future research should incorporate a control group of children 

without SCA within a prospective design. Finally, although the cognitive measures were 

selected due to their minimal language demand from participants, the assessments were not 

specifically developed for non-English speakers. These limitations notwithstanding, this study 

provides evidence that TCD velocity is related to the efficiency of executive planning in children 

with SCA in Nigeria, and it is also related to working memory for boys. Further, boys appear to 

have greater deficits in perceptual reasoning and planning relative to girls, and age is negatively 

associated with these measures as well. These findings are important for understanding risk for 

cogntiive deficits in this population.   
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of study variables   

 M (SD) n (%) 

Cognitive Function   

   Raven’s Matricesa 15.21 (14.76)  

   Digit Spanb  9.84 (3.98)  

   TOL Correctc  96.22 (14.16)  

   TOL Rule Violationsc  73.32 (15.03)  

   TOL Time Violationsc  80.59 (14.69)  

   TOL Total Timec 78.44 (15.44)  

Hemodynamic Characteristics    

   Hemoglobin  7.72 (.91)  

   TCD Velocity d (continuous) 138.0 (29.28)  

        Normal  70 (84.3) 

        Conditional  7 (8.4) 

        Abnormal   6 (7.2) 

Age  9.10 (1.89)  

Gender    

   Male  37 (44.6) 

   Female  46 (55.4) 

BMI 13.74 (2.27)  

Parent Education    

   None  7 (8.4) 

   Senior Secondary   10 (12.0) 

   OND or equivalent  17 (20.5) 

   HND, Bachelors  34 (41.0) 

   Master’s Degree  14 (16.9) 
aPercentile rank from a standardized distribution (M = 50).  
bScaled scores from a standardized distribution (M = 10, SD = 3).  
cStandard scores from a standardized distribution (M = 100, SD = 15). 
dTCD velocities measured cm/sec. 

N = 83 
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Table 2. Bivariate Correlations of Cognitive Function with Hemodynamic, Health, and 

Demographic Characteristics  

 
Ravan’s 

Matrices 

Digit 

Span 

TOL 

 Total 

Correct 

Rule 

Violation 

Time 

Violations 

Total 

Time 

    BMI  -.09 -.04 -.19 .01 -.03 -.02 

    Hemoglobin  .04 .06 -.03 .14 -.13 -.00 

    Parent Education -.04 .12  .00 .08 -.10 -.04 

    TCD Velocity -.07 .06 .16 -.10 -.25* -.26* 

    Age     -.40***a -.17 -.29**a -.13 .10 -.06 

    Gender (girls) -.12 .20   .29**a -.02 .03 -.01 
*p < .05, **p <.01, ***p < .001 
aCorrelations remain significant after controlling for False Discovery Rate.  

 



 
 
 
  

Table 3. Summary of Linear Regression Analyses Predicting Measures of Cognitive Functioning 
 

Ravan’s Matrices 

 

Digit Span 

 TOL 

   Correct  Rule Violation  Time Violations  Total Time 

Predictors: B  R2  B  R2  B  R2  B  R2  B  R2  B  R2 

Step 1:   .03    .04    .04    .04    .04    .00 

    BMI  -1.05 -.15   -.18 -.10   -.32 -.20   .01 .00   -.09 -.01   -.09 -.01  

    Hemoglobin .57 .03   .48 .11   -.30 -.02   2.79 .17   -3.11 -.19   -.55 -.03  

    Parent Education -.68 -.08   .31 .13   -.21 -.02   .99 .11   -.90 -.10   -.13 -.01  

Step 2   .30    .12    .19    .07    .11    .08 

    BMI  -.09 -.01   -.02 -.01   -.38 -.06   .39 .06   -.35 -.05   .05 .05  

    Hemoglobin -.38 -.02   .32 .07   -1.10 -.07   2.30 .14   -3.80 -.23   -1.61 -.76  

    Parent Education -1.28 -.14   .37 .15   .03 .00   .83 .09   -.73 -.08   -.16 -.14  

    TCD Velocity -.07 -.15   .01 .06   .05 .09   -.04 -.08   -.13 -.25*   -.15 -2.26*  

    Child Age -4.20 -.53***   -.28 -.13   -1.89 -.25*   -1.56 -.19    .48 .06   -1.12 -1.02  

    Child Gender -7.75 -.26*   1.90 .24*   7.49 .36*   -1.83 -.06    2.54 .09   .07 .02  
*p < .05, **p <.01, ***p < .001 



 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Interaction of TCD velocity and child gender as predictors of Digit Span scaled score. 

Child gender moderated the association of TCD velocity with WISC-IV Digit Span, such that 

there was a significant conditional effect for boys (B = -3.71, p = .005) but not for girls (B = 

1.32, p = .141). 

 


